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Panzer corps mission tree



The latest DLC item in the Panzer Corps 2 product line is about scenarios. There is nary something new when it comes to game mechanics and the like, so if you need a refresher on how the game actually plays, please check out my previous Panzer Corps 2 review from March this year.
This DLC is called Axis Operations 1940, and as you may have suspected, it presents 19 (semi) historical scenarios from this particular year of war, all from a German perspective. Bottom line - after two games each from Grebbeberg, Lille, Abbeville and Neufchateau scenarios from
France's 40 campaign, a script by Epsom of the Sea Lion and a Pindus scenario from the Italian invasion of Greece, I'm ready to talk the rest of Thanksgiving turkey. So, pass the stuffing and let's eat. (No, I don't understand what they're talking about both-ED) Scenario Design
OverviewSAxis Operations 1940, or AO40, gives you an excellent introduction to the military principles of war with precise movement and sacrifice, and competitive competitions convey a solid atmosphere of World War II overall. However, the details aren't exactly... Did I mention how good
the environment was? I liken it to Hollywood war movies. Some of us are damn close to documentaries (Tora, Tora, Tora!), some are historically based on real events (John Wayne's Alamo) and some are historically inspired (Epix/Sky Britannia). AO40, falls into the 'inspired' category of
IMHO. This is due to what is probably the biggest selling point of the game - putting the player in the shoes of a division commander throughout his military career, taking part in historical battles from the beginning of the war to the end. But with a twist. In AO40, for example, this means that
our fearless Wehrmacht Generalleutnant will lead the Italian invasion of Greece as the leader of a heavily armed observation force. This means that it will have under its control units such as he-111 bombers and German infantry Fallschirmjaeger (parachute), which would not actually
happen. This also means that the player will be under siege in Lille with his division, supported only by the seventh tank division led by Erwin Rommel's unswervated missile (cue Ghost Division by Sabaton), and investing the city in the AO40 is not difficult. But the reality is that it took three
armoured divisions and four Divisions of Infanterie, 160,000 men, to occupy a city that took four days to get the ammunition. House to house fighting and counterattacks, one bagging 253d Infanterie Division commander Fritz Khune as a prisoner of war, so impressed by German General
Alfred Wagner that he allowed French General Molinie's 40,000 soldiers to honor the war on surrender (French marchers under his arm, flying with German bands and soldiers saluting got Wagner rebuked when Hitler threw a hissing fit). Churchill vowed that the event saved at least
100,000 Britons rescued in Dunkirk**. The reason for such historical shemings is that the military career journey story arc is set in stone and cannot Deviated. In the end, the French always lose, and the Sea Lion always fails. Must. Because a player participates in real historical clashes
during World War II, the player must obtain a (winning) historical result in each scenario he plays or cannot advance to the next historically inspired scenario. Lille must fall, otherwise there will be no Dunkirk, and if there is no Dunkirk, there will be no Abbeville and so on. Even in scenarios,
The Sea Lion gains victory by doing a trick against London, allowing the German army to evacuate when the invasion fails. There is simply no provision for, say, the French to win in the AO40 or the Germans conquering the UK to send players into a completely different military career that
has never happened historically. It makes the AO40 more warGAME than WARgame and is why the series is so fun and so popular, this DLC is no exception. But if this isn't your glass of brandy, take note. Scenario SpecsOf 19 scenarios in AO40, two are exercises that allows the
preseason to play with special forces before going to war for real. For example, one of these two will allow you to practice the destruction of the French Maginot line by training on a massive Czech fortification that somehow did not exist in the DLC AO39. Also, while there are four scenarios
dedicated to Operation Sea Lion, these are optional because they are not necessary for the military career story arc already mentioned. I can't imagine anyone ignoring these, especially since you get to use these exotic weapons in the channel like the just launched pocket battleship KMS
Bismarck and the never completed KMS Graf Zeppelin aircraft carrier. But it's the overall selection of scenarios provided to really make the AO40 shine. Yes, all the big names from the 1940 campaign in France have settled. These include the capture of the Fort Eben-Emael complex, the
German escape from the sedan, the Arras and, of course, the evacuation in Dunkirk. However, the AO40 focuses a lot on lesser-known commitments, which really deserve much more attention than they receive. The first, for example, is fighting in Norway, right after the boys from
Oskarsborg, Oslo turned the heavy cruiser KMS Blucher into a burning hulk (alluding to the amazing film The King's Choice to Watch It; it's not pretty). The last two scenarios relate to italy's failed invasion of Greece, another campaign that has rarely been heard of or heard of in wargaming.
The Germans are not directly involved this time, but ominously note that they will return in the spring to take care of business. Thus, we can very well see this piece of real estate again in the future DLC.During the French campaign, and in addition to the Sea Lion, we also have such goodies
as the Battle of Grebbeberg, where the Dutch army struck it with the German 207th Infanterie Division and der Fuhrer SS Brigade. Hannut, a Belgian city that saw two French armored vehicles fought two divisions of panzer, followed, while in metropolitan France we also have the Battle of
Abbeville, where the French and British launched initially a successful counterattack in the hope of lightening Dunkirk. Neufchateau seems to represent many events in eastern France, but has a surprising appearance ... Well, I'm not going to spoil the fun, but suff let's just say that this is a
solid, pure white French Char B-1 bis heavy tank unit. My only wish was for designers to be able to include a German attack on the newly created Weygand line. The Wehrmacht caught an unlaid inferno from the French for four days plus until the Luftwaffe finally regained complete control
of the air. Unchartitable myths about a French soldier in the 1940s are not supported by such struggles, and therefore deserve a look. And to top it off, there is an interesting story back to develop as well. It seems that your loyal and uber effective adviser de camp Hauptmann (and baroness'
son Stefan Wagner will miss out on Unternehmen Seelöwe due to some emergency vacation (because mom has strings) regarding the nationalist Capitana Anna Sofia Vega of the Spanish Civil War DLC. It seems that mom is not happy with the relationship, so he visited Anna to arrange a
trip to Germany with her. She agreed, but in a letter that warned Stefan a few weeks after he left, she started getting sick every morning, without pain or fever, so probably nothing serious. Ahem.I would like to buy this DLC?Yes, I think I would. This period of World War II has always been
one of my favorites and the fact that so many rarely seen on the table or computer battles make up most of the scenarios really floats mine on the way to the dunkirk ship. Yes, I wish I could play on the Allied side. Yes, sometimes the game IMHO cuts a few too many details and the
accuracy of the corners for gameplay (seriously, Rommel vehicles have a tan-rust-forest green color work that wasn't used until 1943 to keep them apart, players really need that?). But still it was a very pleasant few days with the AO40. It was refreshing to play something other than the
typical Fall of France wargame fare, and overall, the AO40 does its job pretty well. And for the price? Sure, why not.**NB. For a very informative but short five-minute video about the siege of Lille vis vis vis recent film Dunkirk, check out this offer from geopolitical analyst Brandon J Weichert.
Then play the lille scenario on max difficulty for a more realistic contest, and not save on Jaegermeister. From Panzer Corps Wiki Panzer Corps: The Wehrmacht is a core campaign for the Panzer Corps. Function[edit | edit source] 800 types of units, divided into 20 unit classes with 20
detailed parameters for identifying the capabilities of the unit, 24 types of terrain affecting gameplay in different ways. Panzer Corps celebrates the glory days of strategic gaming in order to attract new players to the genre; Campaign: 26 scenarios are merged into a large campaign tree with
multiple entry points at different stages of the war. Depending on the result battle (decisive victory, marginal victory or defeat), the player will face various challenges and progress along different parts of the campaign tree; More than 30 countries are represented in the game: Germany, Italy,
Poland, France, United Kingdom, USA, USSR, Norway, Belgium, Netherlands, Albania, Romania, Greece and others. Basic units that travel with you throughout the campaign and gain experience and can be improved as new weapon technologies become available. Scenarios[edit | edit
source] source] ]
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